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Fig. 1. An overview of our approach. Since creating large numbers of realistic object models is challenging, we train our deep autoregressive model
architecture on millions of unrealistic procedurally generated objects (indicated in blue above) and billions of unique grasp attempts. At test time, our
model generalizes to realistic objects from the YCB dataset (indicated in green above) [4] with 92% success rate.
Abstract— Deep learning-based robotic grasping has made
significant progress thanks to algorithmic improvements and
increased data availability. However, state-of-the-art models
are often trained on as few as hundreds or thousands of
unique object instances, and as a result generalization can be
a challenge.
In this work, we explore a novel data generation pipeline for
training a deep neural network to perform grasp planning that
applies the idea of domain randomization to object synthesis. We
generate millions of unique, unrealistic procedurally generated
objects, and train a deep neural network to perform grasp
planning on these objects.
Since the distribution of successful grasps for a given object
can be highly multimodal, we propose an autoregressive grasp
planning model that maps sensor inputs of a scene to a
probability distribution over possible grasps. This model allows
us to sample grasps efficiently at test time (or avoid sampling
entirely).
We evaluate our model architecture and data generation
pipeline in simulation and the real world. We find we can
achieve a >90% success rate on previously unseen realistic
objects at test time in simulation despite having only been
trained on random objects. We also demonstrate an 80%
success rate on real-world grasp attempts despite having only
been trained on random simulated objects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic grasping remains one of the core unsolved prob-
lems in manipulation. The earliest robotic grasping methods
used analytical knowledge of a scene to compute an optimal
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grasp for an object [1], [31], [32], [38], [39], [45]. Assuming
a contact model and a heuristic for the likelihood of success
of a grasp, analytical methods can provide guarantees about
grasp quality, but they often fail in the real world due to
inconsistencies in the simplified object and contact models,
the need for accurate 3D models of the objects in question,
and sensor inaccuracies [2].
As a result, significant research attention has been given
to data-driven grasp synthesis methods [2], [8], [27]–[29],
[35], [43]. These algorithms avoid some of the challenges of
analytic methods by sampling potential grasps and ranking
them according to a learned function that maps sensor inputs
to an estimate of a chosen heuristic.
Recently, several works have explored using deep neural
networks to approximate the grasp heuristic function [14],
[23], [24], [36]. The promise of deep neural networks for
learning grasp heuristics is that with diverse training data,
deep models can learn features that deal with the edge cases
that make real-world grasping challenging.
A core challenge for deep learning grasp quality heuristics
is data availability. Due to the difficulty and expense of
collecting real-world data and due to the limited availability
of high-quality 3D object meshes, current approaches use
as few as hundreds or thousands of unique object instances,
which may limit generalization. In contrast, ImageNet [18],
the standard benchmark for image classification, has about
15M unique images from 22K categories.
In order to increase the availability of training data in
simulation, we explore applying the idea of domain ran-
domization [41], [46] to the creation of 3D object meshes.
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Domain randomization is a technique for learning models
that work in a test domain after only training on low-fidelity
simulated data by randomizing all non-essential aspects of
the simulator. One of the core hypotheses of this work is
that by training on a wide enough variety of unrealistic
procedurally generated object meshes, our learned models
will generalize to realistic objects.
Previous work in deep learning for grasping has focused
on learning a function that estimates the quality of a given
grasp given observations of the scene. Choosing grasps on
which to perform this estimate has received comparatively
little attention. Grasps are typically chosen using random
sampling or by solving a small optimization problem online.
The second goal of this paper is to propose a deep learning-
based method for choosing grasps to evaluate. Our hypothe-
sis is that a learned model for grasp sampling will be more
likely to find high-quality grasps for challenging objects and
will do so more efficiently.
We use an autoregressive model architecture [20], [33],
[34] that maps sensor inputs to a probability distribution over
grasps that corresponds to the model’s weighted estimate
of the likelihood of success of each grasp. After training,
highest probability grasp according to the distribution suc-
ceeds on 89% of test objects and the 20 highest probability
grasps contain a successful grasp for 96% of test objects. In
order to determine which grasp to execute on the robot, we
collect a second observation in the form of an image from
the robot’s hand camera and train a second model to choose
the most promising grasp among those sampled from the
autoregressive model, resulting in a success rate of 92%.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We explore the effect of training a model for grasping
using unrealistic procedurally generated objects and
show that such a model can achieve similar success to
one trained on a realistic object distribution. (Another
paper [3] developed concurrently to this one explored a
similar idea and reached similar conclusions.)
• We propose a novel generative model architecture and
training methodology for learning a sampling distribu-
tion for grasps to evaluate.
• We evaluate our object generation, training, and sam-
pling algorithms in simulated scenes and find that we
can achieve an 84% success rate on random objects
and 92% success rate on previously unseen real-world
objects despite training only on non-realistic randomly
generated objects.
• We demonstrate that we can deploy these models in
real-world grasping experiments with an 80% success
rate despite having been trained entirely in simulation.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Domain Randomization
Domain randomization involves randomizing non-essential
aspects of the training distribution in order to better gener-
alize to a difficult-to-model test distribution. This idea has
been employed in robotics since at least 1997, when Jakobi
proposed the “Radical Envelope of Noise Hypothesis”, the
idea that evolved controllers can be made more robust by
completely randomizing all aspects of the simulator that
do not have a basis in reality and slightly randomizing
all aspects of the simulator that do have a basis in reality
[13]. Recently domain randomization has shown promise in
transferring deep neural networks for robotics tasks from
simulation to the real world by randomizing physics [30]
and appearance properties [41], [46], [54].
In another work developed concurrently with this one [3],
the authors reach a similar conclusion about the utility of
procedurally generated objects for the purpose of robotic
grasping. In contrast to this work, theirs focuses on how
to combine simulated data with real grasping data to achieve
successful transfer to the real world, but does not focus
on achieving a high overall success rate. Our paper instead
focuses on how to achieve the best possible generalization to
novel objects. Ours also has a comparable real-world success
rate despite not using any real-world training data.
B. Autoregressive models
This paper uses an autoregressive architecture to model a
distribution over grasps conditioned on observations of an
object. Autoregressive models leverage the fact that an N -
dimensional probability distribution p(X) can be factored as∏N
n=1 p(xn | x1, · · · , xn−1) for any choice of ordering of
1-dimensional variables xi. The task of modeling the distri-
bution then consists of modeling each p(xn | x1, · · · , xn−1)
[20]. In contrast to Generative Adversarial Networks [9],
another popular form for a deep generative model, au-
toregressive models can directly compute the likelihood of
samples, which is advantageous for tasks like grasping in
which finding the highest likelihood samples is important.
Autoregressive models have been used for density estimation
and generative modeling in image domains [7], [10], [20] and
have been shown to perform favorably on challenging image
datasets like ImageNet [34], [48]. Autoregressive models
have also been successfully applied to other forms of data
including in topic modeling [19] and audio generation [33].
C. Robotic grasping
Grasp planning methods fall into one of two categories:
analytical methods and empirical methods [42].
Analytical methods use a contact model and knowledge
of an object’s 3D shape to find grasps that maximize a
chosen metric like the ability of the grasp to resist external
wrenches [38] or constrain the object’s motion [39]. Some
methods attempt to make these estimates more robust to
gripper and object pose uncertainty and sensor error by
instead maximizing the expected value of a metric under
uncertainty [15], [50].
Most approaches use simplified Coulomb friction and rigid
body modeling for computational tractability [31], [38], but
some have explored more realistic object and friction models
[1], [37], [40]. Typically, grasps for an object are selected
based on sensor data by registering images to a known
database of 3D models using a traditional computer vision
pipeline [6], [12], [51] or a deep neural network [11], [53].
Empirical methods instead attempt to maximize the value
of a quality metric through sampling [42]. Many approaches
use simulation to evaluate classical grasp quality metrics [8],
[26], [27], [35]. Others use human labeling or self-supervised
learning to measure success [28], [29], [43].
Most techniques estimate the value of the quality metric
in real-world trials using traditional computer vision and
learning techniques [21], [35], [43], [44]. More recently, deep
learning has been employed to learn a mapping directly from
sensor observations to grasp quality or motor torques.
D. Deep learning for robotic grasping
Work in deep learning for grasping can be categorized by
how training data is collected and how the model transforms
noisy observations into grasp candidates.
Some approaches use hand-annotated real-world grasping
trials to provide training labels [22]. However, hand-labeling
is challenging to scale to large datasets. To alleviate this
problem, some work explores automated large-scale data
collection [23], [36]. Others have explored replacing real
data with synthetic depth data at training time [14], [24],
[25], [49], or combining synthetic RGB images with real
images [3]. In many cases, simulated data appears to be
effective in replacing or supplementing real-world data in
robotic grasping. Unlike our approach, previous work using
synthetic data uses small datasets of up to a few thousand
of realistic object meshes.
One commonly used method for sampling grasps is to
learn a visuomotor control policy for the robot that allows
it to iteratively refine its grasp target as it takes steps in
the environment. Levine and co-authors learn a prediction
network g(It, vt) that takes an observation It and motor
command vt and outputs a predicted probability of a success-
ful grasp if vt is executed [23]. The cross-entropy method
is used to greedily select the vt that maximizes g. Viereck
and co-authors instead learn a function d(It, vt) that maps
the current observation and an action to an estimate of the
distance to the nearest successful grasp after performing vt
[49]. Directions are sampled and a constant step size is taken
in the direction with the minimum value for d. In contrast to
visuomotor control strategies, planning approaches like ours
avoid the local optima of greedy execution.
Another strategy to choose a grasp using a deep learning is
to sample grasps and score them using a deep neural network
of the form f(I, g) → s, where I are the observation(s)
of the scene, g is a selected grasp, and s is the score for
the selected grasp [14], [24], [25], [52]. These techniques
differ in terms of how they sample grasps to evaluate at
test time. Most commonly they directly optimize g using the
cross-entropy method [24], [25], [52]. In contrast to these ap-
proaches, our approach jointly learns a grasp scoring function
and a sampling distribution, allowing for efficient sampling
and avoiding exploitation by the optimization procedure of
under- or over-fit regions of the grasp score function.
Other approaches take a multi-step approach, starting with
a coarse representation of the possible grasps for an object
and then exhaustively searching using a learned heuristic [22]
or modeling the score function jointly for all possible coarse
grasps [14]. Once a coarse grasp is sampled, it is then fine-
tuned using a separate network [22] or interpolation [14]. By
using an autoregressive model architecture, we are able to
directly learn a high- dimensional (204 or 206-dimensional)
multimodal probability distribution.
III. METHOD
Our goal is to learn a mapping that takes one or more
observations I = {Ij} of a scene and outputs a grasp g to
attempt in the scene. The remainder of the section describes
the data generation pipeline, model architecture, and training
procedure used in our method.
A. Data collection
Fig. 3. Examples of objects used in our experiments. Left: procedurally
generated random objects. Middle: objects from the ShapeNet object dataset.
Right: objects from the YCB object dataset.
We will describe the process of generating training objects,
and then the process of sampling grasps for those objects.
1) Object generation: One of our core hypotheses is
that training on a diverse array of procedurally generated
objects can produce comparable performance to training on
realistic object meshes. Our procedurally generated objects
were formed as follows:
1) Sample a random number np ∈ {1, · · · 15}
2) Sample np primitive meshes from our object primitive
dataset
3) Randomly scale each primitive so that all dimensions
are between 1 and 15cm
4) Place the meshes sequentially so that each mesh inter-
sects with at least one of the preceding meshes
5) Rescale the final object to approximate the size distri-
bution observed in our real object dataset
To build a diverse object primitive dataset, we took the
more than 40,000 object meshes found in the ShapeNet
object dataset [5] and decomposed them into more than
400,000 convex parts using V-HACD1. Each primitive is one
convex part.
1https://github.com/kmammou/v-hacd
We compared this object generation procedure against a
baseline of training using rescaled ShapeNet objects.
2) Grasp sampling and evaluation: We sample grasps
uniformly at random from a discretized 4- or 6-dimensional
grasp space (4-dimensional when attention is restricted to
upright grasps) corresponding to the (x, y, z) coordinates of
the center of the gripper and an orientation of the gripper
about that point. We discretize each dimension into 20
buckets. The buckets are the relative location of the grasp
point within the bounding box of the object – e.g., an x-
value of 0 corresponds to a grasp at the far left side of the
object’s bounding box and a coordinate of 19 corresponds to
a grasp at the far right.
Grasps that penetrate the object or for which the gripper
would not contact the object when closed can be instantly
rejected. The remainder are evaluated in a physics simulator.
For each grasp attempt, we also collect a depth image from
the robot’s hand camera during the approach to be used to
train the grasp evaluation function.
B. Model architecture
Fig. 4. An overview of sampling from our model architecture. Solid lines
represent neural networks, and dotted lines represent sampling operations.
The model takes as input one or more observations of the target object in
the form of depth images. The images are passed to an image representation
module α, which maps the images to an embedding s. The embedding s
is the input for the autoregressive module β, which outputs a distribution
over possible grasps g for the object by modeling each dimension gi of the
grasp conditioned on the previous dimensions. We sample k high-likelihood
grasps ~g1, · · ·~gk from the model using a beam search. For each of those
grasps, a second observation is captured that corresponds to an aligned
image in the plane of the potential grasp. A grasp scoring model f maps
each aligned image to a score. The grasp with the highest score is selected
for execution on the robot.
The model architecture used for our experiments is out-
lined in Figure 4. The model consists of two separate neural
networks – a grasp planning module γ(I) = β ◦ α(I) and a
grasp evaluation model f . The grasp planning module is used
to sample grasps that are likely to be successful. The grasp
evaluation model takes advantage of more detailed data in
the form of a close-up image from a camera on the gripper of
the robot to form a more accurate estimate of the likelihood
of each sampled grasp to be successful.
The image representation s = α(I) is formed by passing
each image through a separate convolutional neural network.
The flattened output of these convolutional layers are stacked
and passed through several dense layers to produce s.
The neural network β(s) models a probability distribution
pβ(g|s) over possible grasps for the object that corresponds
to the normalized probability of success of each grasp.
The model β consists of n submodules βi where n is the
dimensionality of the grasp. For any grasp g, β and {βi}
are related by
β(s)(g) =
n∏
i=1
βi(g1, · · · , gi−1, s),
where gi are the dimensions of g.
Each βi is a small neural network taking s and
g1, · · · , gi−1 as input and outputting a softmax over the 20
possible values for gi, the next dimension of g. We found
that sharing weights between the βi hurts performance at
convergence.
The grasp evaluation model f takes as input a single
observation from the hand camera of the robot and outputs
a single scalar value corresponding to the likelihood of
success of that grasp. The model f is parameterized by a
convolutional neural network with sigmoid output.
C. Training methodology
Since our method involves capturing depth images from
the hand of the robot corresponding to samples from γ(I) =
β ◦α(I), the entire evaluation procedure is not differentiable
and we cannot train the model end-to-end using supervised
learning. As a result, our training procedure involves inde-
pendently training γ and f .
Given datasets of objects D = {D1, · · ·Dd}, obser-
vations I = {I1, · · · Id} and successful grasps G =
{g11, · · · g1m1 , · · · g21, · · · gdmd}, γ can be optimized by min-
imizing the negative log-likelihood of G conditioned on the
observations I with respect to the parameters θ of γ, which
is given by:
J(θ) = −1
d
d∑
i=1
1
mi
mi∑
j=1
log pθ(g
i
j | Ii).
This can be decomposed as
−1
d
d∑
i=1
1
mi
mi∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
log βk
(
α(Ii)
) (
(gil)l<k
)
.
This function can be optimized using standard backpropoga-
tion and minibatch SGD techniques. [20]
In practice, α is usually a larger model than β and there
are often tens or hundreds of successful grasp attempts {gij}
for a single observation Ii. Therefore it is computationally
advantageous to perform the forward pass and gradient
calculations for each α(Ii) once for all {gij}.
This can be achieved in standard neural network and
backpropagation libraries by stacking all grasps for a given
object so that SGD minibatches consist of pairs (Ii, gi{j})
where gi{j} is the mi×n matrix consisting of all successful
grasps for object i. To deal with differing values for mi,
we choose m = max({mi}) and form an m× n matrix by
padding the mi × n matrix with arbitrary values. We can
then write the gradient ∇θJ(θ) of our objective function as
follows:
−1
d
d∑
i=1
1
mi
∇θα(Ii)
m∑
j=1
1j
n∑
k=1
∇θ log βk
(
α(Ii)
) (
(gil)l<k
)
where 1j is an indicator function corresponding to whether
the entry in j was one of the mi successful grasps.
This form of the gradient allows us to compute ∇θα(Ii)
once for each Ii, which we found to increase training speed
by more than a factor of 10 in our experiments.
The grasp evaluation function f is trained using super-
vised learning. Inputs are the hand camera images collected
during the data collection process and labels are an indicator
function corresponding to whether the grasp was successful.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The goal of our experiments is to answer the following
questions:
1) Can grasping models trained on unrealistic randomly
generated objects perform as well on novel realistic
objects as those trained on realistic objects?
2) How efficiently can we sample grasps from our pro-
posed autoregressive model architecture?
3) How important is using a large number of unique
objects for training grasping models?
4) How well do models trained using our methodology
work in the real world?
A. Experimental setup
We evaluated our approach by training grasping models
on three datasets:
• ShapeNet-1M, a dataset of 1 Million scenes with a sin-
gle object from the ShapeNet dataset with randomized
orientation and object scale.
• Random-1M, a dataset of 1 Million scenes with a single
object generated at random using the procedure above.
• ShapeNet-Random-1M, a dataset with 500,000 scenes
from each of the previous datasets.
For each object set, we recorded 2,000 grasp attempts per
object. This number of grasps was selected so that more
than 95% of objects sampled had at least one successful
grasp to avoid biasing the dataset to easier objects2. For data
generation, we used a disembodied Fetch gripper to improve
execution speed.
We trained the models using the Adam optimizer [17]
with a learning rate of 10−4. We trained each model using
three random seeds, and report the average of the three seeds
unless otherwise noted.
We evaluated the model on 300 training and hold-out
scenes from ShapeNet-1M and Random-1M, as well as 300
scenes generated from the 75 YCB objects with meshes
capable of being graseped by our robot’s gripper.
2This number is not closer to 100% because a small percentage of the
random objects in our training set are un-graspable with the Fetch gripper.
All executions were done using a Fetch robot in the
MuJoCo physics simulator [47]. When evaluating the model,
we sampled k = 20 likely grasps from the model using a
beam search with beam width 20. Among these grasps, only
the one with the highest score according to f is attempted
on the robot. An attempt is considered successful if the robot
is able to use this grasp to lift the object by 30cm.
B. Performance using randomly generated training data
Figure 5 describes the overall success rate of the algorithm
on previously seen and unseen data. The full version of our
algorithm is able to achieve greater than 90% success rate on
previously unseen YCB objects even when training entirely
on randomly generated objects. Training on 1M random
objects performs comparably to training on 1M instances
of realistic objects.
ShapeNet ShapeNet Random Random
Training set Train Test Train Test Ycb
ShapeNet-1M 0.91 0.91 0.72 0.71 0.93
Random-1M 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.92
ShapeNet-Random-1M 0.92 0.90 0.84 0.81 0.92
Fig. 5. Performance of the algorithm on different synthetic test sets. The
full algorithm is able to achieve at least 90% success on previously unseen
objects from the YCB dataset when trained on any of the three training sets.
Note that these results were achieved by limiting the robot
to grasps in which the gripper is upright. The success rate
is around 10% lower across experiments when using full 6-
dimensional grasps. Further experimentation could look into
whether significantly scaling the amount of training data or
using a combination of the 4-dimensional training data and
6-dimensional training data could improve performance.
Figure 6 compares the success rate of our algorithm to
several baselines. In particular, our full method performs
significantly better than sampling the highest likelihood grasp
from the autoregressive model alone.
ShapeNet ShapeNet Random Random
Training set Train Test Train Test Ycb
Full Algorithm 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.92
Autoregressive-Only 0.89 0.86 0.80 0.76 0.89
Random 0.22 0.21 0.10 0.11 0.26
Centroid 0.30 0.25 0.10 0.12 0.54
Fig. 6. Performance of the algorithm compared to baseline approaches. The
Full Algorithm and Autoregressive-Only numbers reported are using models
trained on random data. The Autoregressive-Only baseline uses the model
γ to sample a single high-likelihood grasp, and executes that grasp directly
without evaluating it with the model f . The Random baseline samples a
random grasp. The centroid baseline deterministically attempts to grasps the
center of mass of the object, with the approach angle sampled randomly.
We observed the following three main failure cases for the
learned model:
1) For objects that are close to the maximum size gras-
pable by the gripper (10cm), the grasp chosen some-
times collides with the object.
2) In some cases, the model chooses to grasp a curved
object at a narrower point to avoid wider points that
may cause collision, causing the gripper to slip off.
3) The model cannot find reasonable grasp candidates for
some highly irregular objects like a chain found in the
YCB dataset.
Fig. 7. Examples of three observed failure cases for our learned models.
Left: the model chooses a grasp for an object that is close to the maximum
size of the gripper that collides with the object. Middle: the model chooses
a grasp for a large, highly curved object that causes it to slip off. Right: the
model fails to find a promising grasp for a highly irregular object.
The learned models primarily failed on objects for which
all features are close in size to the maximum allowed by
the gripper. Supplementing the training set with additional
objects on the edge of graspability or combining planning
with visual servoing could alleviate these cases.
The model also failed for a small number of highly
irregular objects like a chain present in the YCB dataset.
These failure cases present a larger challenge for the use of
random objects in grasping, but additional diversity in the
random generation pipeline may mitigate the issue.
C. Efficiency of the autoregressive model
To test how efficiently we are able to sample grasps from
our autoregressive model, we looked at the percentage of
objects for which the top k most likely grasps according to
γ contain at least one successful grasp. Figure 8 shows that
the most likely grasp according to the model succeeds close
to 90% of the time on YCB objects, and the incremental
likelihood of choosing a valid grasp saturates between 10
and 20 samples, motivating our choice of 20 for k. Note
that more objects have successful grasps among the 20 sam-
pled than achieve success using our method, suggesting the
performance of the grasp evaluator f could be a bottleneck
to the overall performance of the algorithm.
Fig. 8. Percentage of objects that a trained model can grasp successfully
as a function of number of the number of samples from the autoregressive
model attempted. Here, we sample the 20 grasps from the autoregressive
model that have the highest likelihood according to a beam search and count
the number of times success occurred on the nth attempt for n < 20.
D. Effect of amount of training data
Figure 9 shows the impact of the number of unique objects
in the training set on the performance of our models in
validation data held out from the same distribution and
out-of-sample test data from the YCB dataset. Although
with enough data the model trained entirely using randomly
generated data performs as well as the models trained using
realistic data, with smaller training sets the more realistic
object distributions perform significantly better on the test
set than does the unrealistic random object distribution.
Note that performance does not appear to have saturated
yet in these examples. We conjecture that more training data
and more training data diversity could help reduce the effects
of the first two failure cases above, but may not allow the
model to overcome the third failure case.
Fig. 9. Impact of number of unique training objects used on the perfor-
mance of the learned model on held out data at test time. Each line represents
a different training set. The top chart indicates the performance of the models
on held out data from the same distribution (i.e., held out ShapeNet or
Random objects depending on the training set), and the bottom chart shows
performance on out-of-sample objects from the ShapeNet dataset.
E. Physical robot experiments
We evaluated the ability of models learned on synthetic
data using our method to transfer to the real world by
attempting to grasp objects from the YCB dataset with
a Fetch robot. Figure 10 shows the objects used in our
experiments. Models executed in the real-world were the
Autoregressive-Only variant of our method trained on the
Random-1M dataset with a single depth image from directly
above the scene as input. Figure 11 depicts typical grasp
executions on the Fetch robot during our experiments.
At test time, the depth input was produced by an Intel
RealSense D435 [16]. To model the noise in real-world depth
images, we followed the method of Mahler et al. [24], who
propose the observation model I = αIˆ + , where Iˆ is the
rendered depth image, α is a Gamma random variable and
 is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable.
We tested the learned model on 30 previously unseen
objects chosen to capture the diversity of the YCB object
dataset. We observed an overall success rate of 80% (24 /
30), which is comparable to the success rate reported on
novel objects in other recent papers applying deep learning
to parallel jaw robotic grasping [23], [24].
In addition to the failure modes described above, we saw
two additional failure modes in real-world experiments. The
first was an inability to deal with highly translucent objects
like the clear lid in our object dataset. This likely results from
the inability of the RealSense to provide accurate readings for
such objects. The second is objects with highly nonuniform
densities like the hammer in our dataset. One reason for
this failure is likely that our training data pipeline does not
generate objects with components of different densities.
A video of our real-world experiments is available on the
website for this paper.3
Fig. 10. The objects used in our real-world experiments.
Fig. 11. Typical grasp executions on the physical robot.
V. CONCLUSION
We demonstrated that a grasping model trained entirely us-
ing non-realistic procedurally generated objects can achieve
a high success rate on realistic objects despite no training on
a realistic objects. Our grasping model architecture allows
for efficient sampling of high-likelihood grasps at evaluation
time, with a successful grasp being found for 96% of objects
in the first 20 samples. By scoring those samples, we can
achieve an overall success rate of 92% on realistic objects on
the first attempt. We also demonstrated that models learned
using our method can be transferred successfully to the real
world.
Future directions that could improve the success rate of
the trained models include scaling up to larger training
sets, providing the model with feedback from failed grasps
to influence further grasp selection, combining our grasp
3https://sites.google.com/openai.com/domainrandomization-
grasping/home
planning module with work on visual servoing for grasping,
and incorporating additional sensor modalities like haptic
feedback.
Another exciting direction is to explore using domain
randomization for generalization in other robotic tasks. If
realistic object models are not needed, tasks like pick-and-
place, grasping in clutter, and tool use may benefit from
the ability to randomly generate hundreds of thousands or
millions of 3D scenes.
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